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DISCOVER GROLSCH

WITH A BREWERYTOUR

// Gianni Romme
"COMING FROM BRABANT I AM FAMILIAR
WITH A WARM ATMOSPHERE AND I MUST
SAY: I WAS PLEASANTLY SURPRISED.
WALKING AROUND THE OUDE MARKT
MAKES YOU REALLY HAPPY. "
“If the weather permits, the ambiance is
exactly right. Although I am actually more
focussed on nature than on the city. The
good thing about Enschede is that nature is
always close. I certainly feel at home here.
A facility like the IJsbaan Twente (ice
rink) is very important, because younger
generations can learn how to skate here,
especially now that natural ice is no longer
evident. Skating is a part of us, just like
cycling. That is why the Dutch are so good
at this sport. Talents like Joy Beune from
Borne prove how much potential can be
found in this region. We should pass on
that passion. Not only to grow champions,
but also to experience the fun.

OLSCH .NL
B OO K O N G R
0
1 53 4 8 3 3 2 9
OR CALL: +3

A history of 400 years of character, the brewhouse, the bottling lines, a famous and iconic
bottle. An expert guide will tell the best Grolsch stories and lead you through the Grolsch
brewery. And of course a Grolsch beer tasting is included.

'ENSCHEDE IS
PERFECTLY SUITED
FOR (ICE) FUN'

Not everyone is aware of how extraordinary
IJsbaan Twente really is. We are working on
that. Because the ice rink is in a closed hall,
skaters are never influenced by the weather.
Of course we can never compete with a
stadium like Thialf in Heerenveen, but we
have proven to be a great runner-up.
Besides our ambition to be a competition
ice rink, we also try to attract as many
people from the city and the region as
possible. We offer school skating and for
example a monthly Family Fun afternoon.
If it is freezing outside, everyone is skating
on natural ice with the whole family.
Sledge, glühwein and pea soup included.
That is the wintery atmosphere we try to
create on the ice rink.

The fast skaters cannot use the track then,
but everything else is permitted. People are
playing, walking, you see sledges, inflatable
rings and even go-karts on the ice, or
young parents skating behind a stroller.

GIANNI’S TIPS
The cycling highway F35 is brilliant. It encourages people to move. It is even
more brilliant that the part between Hengelo and Enschede is a singing-cycletrack. Whenever I see that sign I automatically start singing.
I enjoy the natural areas around Enschede, with villages like Lonneker and
Boekelo. The little salt houses, the Saxon architecture with wooden facades;
I love all this, because it really characterizes Twente.
For current opening times and bookings, check www.grolsch.nl/brouwerijtour or call +31 53 483 32 90.
Minimum age 18 years. Visitors from 12 to 17 years accompanied by 18+.

Another true discovery was recreational park Het Rutbeek.

// GIANNI ROMME
Born in 1973 in Lage Zwaluwe.
Won the Olympics twice, skated seven
world records on the five and ten kilometre
races between 1997 and 2000. Started
working as a coach and supported other
coaches after ending his active skating
career. Operational manager at IJsbaan
Twente since May 2018. Living in
Hengelo with his partner, ex-skater
Jorien Voorhuis. Ice rink Twente opens
the season on September 26.
// ijsbaan-twente.nl
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Met trots voor u gebrouwen. Geen 18, geen alcohol

We dump a pile of ice flakes so people
can have snowball fights. I also like to go
skating on Family Fun afternoons. I put on
my hockey skates and skate in the wrong
direction. That is allowed too.”

ENSCHEDE EN
HET CORONAVIRUS

!
CHECK THE WEBSITE FOR
CURRENT INFORMATION

THE ENSCHEDE CITY MAGAZINE IS AN INITIATIVE OF ENSCHEDE PROMOTIE

// CONTENT DISCOVER ENSCHEDE
JUST LIKE THE REST OF THE NETHERLANDS, ENSCHEDE HAS TAKEN VARIOUS
MEASURES BECAUSE OF THE CORONAVIRUS. THESE SAFETY MEASURES SHOULD
BE FOLLOWED IN THE CITY CENTRE:

WELCOME TO ENSCHEDE!

KEEP YOUR DISTANCE

Gianni Romme (Ice rink Twente) warms up to the city

PUSHING BOUNDARIES

Enschede exposes her true beauty in the textile cycling route

BEATING HEART

Do not shake hands and cough or sneeze in your elbow.

Old Market: from morning until night

Fancy a bite or a drink at or around the Oude Markt? Please do!
The entrepreneurs have taken measures inside and on the terraces so
you can enjoy Twente’s hospitality in a safe way.

TIME FOR COFFEE WITH A TREAT

Seven good addresses

WATCH AND BUY

WASH HANDS

Shopping as intended

At the H.J. Van Heekplein you will find extra space to park your bike.

YOU DON’T WANT TO MISS THIS

Tips by locals

The developments concerning the coronavirus are carefully monitored.
It is possible that rules and measures need to be changed. For all current
measures and the latest developments please visit our website.

AROUND ENSCHEDE

Surprises along the city’s outskirts

ENSCHEDE WITH A HEAD OF FOAM

AVOID CROWDS

The brewing craft lives in Enschede

TREASURY OF THE JEWISH LIFE

Discover the treasures of the synagogue
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WORLD OF CULTURE

Experiences on every format

DUTCH GLORY WITH A ‘TWENTSE TWIST’
The Lonneker Mill

UP THE PATHS

Discoveries past the (city) border

DID YOU KNOW?

Fun facts about Enschede

DREAM, DARE OR DO WITH YOUR FAMILY
Fun places to be with children

BUCKET LIST
Cross it off!

CITY ON A PLATE

International restaurants in Enschede

AN ALL-ROUND TASTE

Around the world in the Twentsche Foodhal

DISTRICT OF THE FUTURE

Feel the energy of Roombeek

STROLL ENDLESSLY

A green sea of space at the former air base

Colophon

VISIT-ENSCHEDE.COM/CORONAVIRUS
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// Textile route Enschede - Gronau: biking along red priest and white lady

OLD TRACKS
AND RENEWED ENERGY
IN AN OLD TURBINE HALL YOU WILL GO ON A JOURNEY THROUGH POP MUSIC AND WHERE ONCE THE LOOMS WERE RATTLING,
YOU CAN MAKE YOUR OWN CREATIONS BY USING A LASER CUTTER OR A 3D-PRINTER. HOP ON YOUR BIKE AND DISCOVER HOW
ENSCHEDE AND GRONAU ADDED A NEW TWIST TO THEIR SHARED TEXTILE HISTORY.
He looks at him with dismay. Like Gerrit
Jan Van Heek cannot cope with the fact
that he is accompanied by a notorious
troublemaker. The plaque showing the
strict looking textile manufacturer reminds
us of the time he and his family lived in
the white villa behind the Grote Kerk.
Nowadays you can buy chorizo croquettes
and fried pointed peppers there. The
portrait of the revolutionary Che Guevara
is used as a sign for the tapas restaurant.

Van Heek and Guevara together on a
façade: it is possible. It is a small example
of how Enschede shook off its textile past,
but has never forgotten about it. Wíll
never be able to forget about it, because the
influence of the textile industry on the city
and its inhabitants was enormous.

INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY

That influence crosses the border: textile
manufacturers from Enschede were
closely involved in the development of

the textile industry in the German city
of Gronau. This shared history is shown
when you get on your bike to follow
the Grensoverschrijdende Textielfietsroute
(textile hiking tour that crosses the border).
The train station of Enschede is a suitable
starting point: the construction of the
railway to Münster and Dortmund via
Gronau made sure the industrial activities
on both sides of the border increased
substantially from 1875 onwards.

Gronau

However, the two textile factories right
next to the train station of Enschede are
no longer there. They were dismantled in
the seventies.
The more important is the industrial
heritage that was preserved in the
Roombeek district three decades later. At
the spot where the fireworks disaster took
place in 2000, you will now find a mix of
old and new. Many old factories stand out
among contemporary architecture, used as
an art academy, an exposition hall, a school,
a media centre or an apartment complex.
At the Museumfabriek, where they used to
fabricate cotton, you can now make your
own creations by using technical gadgets
like a 3D-printer or a laser cutter.

DARING

A bit further down the road you will find
the Rijksmuseum Twenthe, which offers an
extensive overview of art from the Middle
Ages until today. The museum is also a
living monument for Enschede’s textile
past, because the founder of the museum
was manufacturer and art collector Jan
Bernard van Heek. Building on his
heritage, the museum now captures the
time spirit with daring exhibitions.
The route leads back to the city centre,
through the area where the Van Heek factory
complex stretched out along the rail tracks
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for one and a half kilometres. A few leftover
facades still offer a hint of that era, but the
new residential function of the building is far
removed from the circumstances in which
the labourers had to work in this former
spinning mill and its adjoining warehouse.

Nowadays you can read the poem on the
façade of the Broekhuis bookstore. A time of
decay and deterioration after the collapse of
the textile industry. When ‘ the fortresses of
industry’ had become ‘caverns, hollow and
worn, where the wind has free play now’.

To get rid of the filth and the sweat, the
labourers could wash themselves at the
swimming pool / bathhouse which Van Heek
built for his employees. It used to be on the
spot in the city centre where you will now
find the Van Heekplein. The swimming pool
was opened in 1892 and had an interior with
an arched dome and cast iron pillars. Now,
this grandeur can only be seen on pictures.
In 1972 the sledgehammer tore down the
complex to the last brick.

ARISEN

It was the timeframe that Willem Wilmink
captured in his poem Textielstad (1976).
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Already in 1987, Willem Wilmink wrote
a version that adjusted this pessimistic
image. ‘What used to be a sad spectacle,
has risen from the ashes like a phoenix’.
For Enschede had changed unrecognizably
in the meantime. It is a good thing that
the melancholic original version can be
found on the intersection De Graaff. That
way every reader can see the huge contrast
between the city in the past and the city in
the present.

( ADVERTISING )

Together with Wilmink you can ask
yourself at this spot what happened to all
the manufacturers; the Van Heek family,
Ter Kuiles, Blijdensteins. The famous hotel
De Graaff could no longer exist when these
families closed their factories. It vanished in
time. The beautiful villa Baurichter, which
is in the same square and was once the home
of a member of the Van Heek family, is now
a Mexican restaurant. But only a little bit
further you will find their presence, even
if it is only a small plaque with the family
name. ‘Van Heek Holding en Beheer’ it
says between the names of some companies.
The family weapon of the Blijdenstein
family above the door refers to banker B.W.
Blijdestein, founder of the Twentsche Bank
that was located here as a an intersection for
the textile manufacturers’ trade.
A stone’s throw from this monumental
building you will find Alfons Ariëns, lost in
his thoughts. The statue honours the ‘red’
priest as foreman of the catholic labour
movement. Behind him a huge banner
announces yet another transformation in
the city centre of Enschede: the former
hospital Stadsmaten will be ‘the most funky
place to meet, learn and live’.

MIGHTY SIZE

The developments take a little longer in
Gronau, or so it seems. In the area around
the train station you will see several factory
buildings waiting for a new destination.
This may give you the image of faded glory
as Willem Wilmink described in his poem.
On the other hand, you will still get a good
impression of the mighty size and influence
this industry once had.

HOLLAND CASINO ENSCHEDE
SUBMIT THIS AD AND RECEIVE FREE ENTRY
AND DRINKS FOR T WO PERSONS.
This promotion is valid until December 31, 2020

Standing on the modern Bogenbrücke you
can see textile factories everywhere. From
the former office of the firm Mathieu van
Delden- now a proud innovation centretill The White Lady (De Witte Dame),
the nickname of the former spinning mill
that was owned by Gerrit van Delden.
Designed by Arend Beltman who lived in
Enschede and was the in-house architect
of the textile manufacturers. The lady still
looks majestic with her beautiful water
tower. However, decay is inevitable, while
private owners keep searching for ways to
realise a makeover that the city council
will approve.

GREEN PYRAMID

A makeover was approved in other places.
Like at the site of Baumwoll Spinnerei
Gronau BSG, now a large wholesale
market in foods and products for the
catering industry. The vast factory area of
Mathieu van Delden has been a park since
the Landesgartenschau Gronau/Losser
was held here in 2003. The green pyramid
that rises above the flowerbeds, ponds and
playgrounds was built with debris from
the dismantled factory. The top offers a
nice view. For those who need a bigger
challenge there is the stair tower of the
spinning building, which was saved and
now has a climbing wall.

ROCK’N’POPMUSEUM

The most striking example is the transformation from the former turbine
building to the rock’n’popmuseum.
A logical destination knowing that the
colourful musician Udo Lindenberg was

born in Gronau. In the recently renewed
museum you will go on a multimedia
journey through the history of rock and
pop music. The bronze statue of Mathieu
van Delden watches it from a distance,
standing on his pedestal in the park.
He has no choice, just like Gerrit Jan van
Heek in Enschede. Their days are over, but
their names live on.

// The Grensoverschrijdende Textielfietsroute Enschede-Gronau (35 km) was put
together by Enschede Promotie and Stadtmarketing Gronau. A route description is
available at the Tourist Info Points in the city (Langestraat 41 among others) and
online on www.visit-enschede.com. Tip for those who cannot bike or do not want to
bike: you can also walk the route in both cities and take the train to see the part
of the route between Enschede and Gronau.
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SITTING ROOM FROM
DUSK TILL DAWN
It is the sitting room of Enschede. If you haven’t
visited the Oude Markt, you haven’t seen
Enschede. A square that embraces the joy of
life, which you should experience rather than
talk about, like real down-to-earth Tukkers do.
Join us at one of the many terraces and forget
the time even if the clock of the Grote Kerk
keeps up with it. ‘Beacon of centuries of trust’,
as the former city poet Bob Boswinkel once
wrote.

The complete poem can be found on a discreet
sign at the sandstone aisle of the church.
Walk around and try to find it and you will
notice more details like the beautiful sundial.
Catering to everyone’s taste is the trademark of
the Oude Markt, but you will also find history,
art and culture. The city at its best, from early
in the morning till late in the evening. Join the
hustle and bustle or enjoy the silence, when
the square is waiting for the things to come.
Simply experience Enschede. In the words of
Margót Veldhuizen, another former city poet:

The Oude Markt with all its pubs
The trees that are on the square
Small streets are surrounding
That’s where I want to walk,
I want to be there.

7 TIMES
COFFEE OR TEA
WITH A TREAT

!

MRS. BROWN, WALSTRAAT 8-10

The things that come out of the oven at Mrs. Brown do not need any fuss. Tartelettes, carrot
cake, apple pie or triple chocolate cake: everything looks pure and plain. The perfection is in
the taste.

NIENKE’S CUPCAKES, MUFFINS & MORE, KORTE HAAKSBERGERSTRAAT 15

Cheesecake on a stick, icing cookie or mojito-cupcake: At Nienke’s ‘something for everyone’ is
not just a slogan. Macarons? Check. If you are with a group, try the sweet tea or chocolate fondue.

DE BRANDERIE, H.J. VAN HEEKPLEIN 35

A cosy place in the middle of the hustle and bustle of the city. The constantly changing offer
of sweet treats is all homemade, just like the bread for breakfast and lunch. Christmas tip: the
glittery cappuccino.

STOET, PIJPENSTRAAT 15

Stoet is a Twents (dialect) word which means bread, but Stoet is more than just bread. On the
menu you will find not only sandwiches, but also wraps, salads and soup. Try the ‘Zoetplankje’.

ROSY’S FOOD, VAN LOENSHOF 86

A trendy coffee house where you can enjoy the taste of homemade cakes and lunch. Here
they bake for you with love and passion, using only fresh ingredients. The cosy living room
feeling does the rest.

SPRAKEL IN ‘T BOS, OVERMAATWEG 45 (LONNEKER)

A fairy tale, only a stone’s throw away from the city. A classic tearoom where you can still
taste the seasons; inside, outside and on your plate. The ideal mix of English romance and
Dutch sobriety.

HET PARADIJS, NICOLAAS BEETSSTRAAT 48

A natural work of art, that is how you can best describe the interior of Het Paradijs. Enjoy
the vegetarian cuisine in the inner garden and wonder about the special world that you have
just entered.
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KLOF FOR MEN

The name is derived from the word ‘kloffie’ (clothes), but make
no mistake: KLOF is not your average store. ‘Real clothes for real
men’ is their motto. You will also find shoes and accessories, like
watches, bags and belts at KLOF. On top of that they sell... robust
(vintage) items to brighten up your interior.
// Haverstraatpassage 17

SCOOTER WOMEN’S CLOTHING AND ACCESSORIES

In one of the oldest shopping streets in The Netherlands
you will find Scooter. Here, they have been selling women’s
clothing for over 30 years. Ellen Schepers and her team use
their experience to advise women who like to dress the way
they are: stylish, unique and a bit quirky.
// Haverstraatpassage 60

STUDIO SPITSBAARD

SOOCO FOOTBAR ENSCHEDE

There are shoe shops and there is Sooco Footbar Enschede.
“Where shoes are sold as if they were trendy cocktails",
according to Tred magazine. Whether you are looking
for high heels or sneakers, you will find them at Sooco.
// Langestraat 27a

Customers from all over the world know where to find
the webshop of Studio Spitsbaard. In Enschede you can
just enter their shop at the Zuiderhagen and roam around
the exceptional offer of vintage clothes, interior items and
even plants. Jack and Conny know where to find exclusive
designer pieces, but they also know their way in the more
common vintage offer to find items that stand out.
They focus on the style of the sixties till the mid-nineties.
They only sell the things they like in a lot of different styles.
// Zuiderhagen 24

SHOPPING
AS INTENDED

ROSEE FASHION & STYLING

After having travelled as a
stylist, owner Hermie is now
settled in Enschede and does
what she does best: revealing
the true style of women.
She combines her personal
approach with a distinctive
selection.
// Haverstraatpassage 84

MATOU BYOUX

‘Average’ is not a standard in this treasure chest where, for
almost 30 years, original jewellery has been available for
trendy people. Decoration without becoming superfluous.
// Stadsgravenstraat 38

FIER

Don’t hesitate to bring your husband or your boyfriend to Fier.
Besides special ladies’ fashion, the three women who run the business
also know a lot about football. That way you can comfortably snoop
around the racks where you find brands like Drykorn, Modström,
Jacky Luxury and Summum.
// Van Loenshof 14

MANCHET

BOEKHANDEL BROEKHUIS (BOOK STORE BROEKHUIS)

Books and reading are very much alive and you can feel this when
stepping over the threshold of this store. They sell everything from
novels to cookbooks and magazines. With 150 years of experience
in the book business you know you’ll get some decent advice.
// Marktstraat 12
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This is a rare combination:
art and accessories for men.
Look, enjoy and buy is their
motto. Cuffs, pens, hats, leather
bags and gloves are presented just
as meticulously as paintings and
sculptures. Manchet is a gallery
as well as a shop, but above all
a tribute to beauty.
// Haverstraatpassage 58

TOFF KIDSWEAR

Score a cool outfit for your teen. With plenty
of brands to choose from like Scotch R’Belle,
Scotch Shrunk, Tommy Hilfiger and McGregor.
There’s something for the younger kids as well.
// Van Loenshof 6
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( ADVERTISING )

SO FIFTIES

A shop like a time machine. Marlies and Raymon
are in control. She runs a shop full of clothes and
accessories, he runs the barbershop. Here, the fifties
are neverending.
// Korte Haaksbergerstraat 14c

#shopspot
HOUSE OF SNOBS

Exclusivity is the magic word. Calling it a miniature department
store somehow doesn’t really do this wonderful store justice.
From high end couture or a cosmetic touch-up to scents and
diamonds. For those who can afford it.
// H.J. van Heekplein 1

GOODS4HOME

At Goods4Home it’s all about interior and lifestyle. Here they love
mixing different trends and styles. Colourful African items mixed
with Scandinavian Design for instance. The unique selection ranges
from lounge sofas to jewellery.
// Haverstraatpassage 40

OPENING HOURS SHOPS CITY CENTRE

Klanderij-Twentec
the Shopspot
of Enschede

In Klanderij-Twentec you can get your fashion inspiration, experience

Mo: 11 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Tu, We, Fr, Sa: 9:30 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Th: 9:30 a.m - 9 p.m.

!

the latest electronics trends, find the best gadgets and of course
enjoy a cup of coffee.

MARKET

SUNDAY SHOPPING

Every Tuesday and Saturday a large market adorns the H.J. van
Heekplein. As long as the corona measures apply, you will also
find multiple market stalls around Ei van Ko. With a wide range
of fresh products such as fish, cheese, bread and flowers, but also
clothing, fabrics, accessories and household items, it is the largest
market in the east of the Netherlands. The market attracts visitors
from Twente and far beyond the German border.

Every Sunday 12 a.m. - 5 p.m.
In the shopping center you will find a good combination of famous
brand stores and unique local shops.

With the exception of:
April 12, April 19, May 31, December 25, January 1.

Klanderij-Twentec is easily accessible by both public transport and by
car. With the Van Heek parking, the largest parking in Enschede, just
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next door there is always a parking space!
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TIPS!

BY LOCALS

A guided tour with Titia Boitelle through the buzzing district Roombeek,
to experience up close how the district rose from the ashes of the fireworks
disaster in 2000. THE PLACE WHERE EVERYONE STAYED TRUE TO THEIR TRADITIONAL
PERSONALITY: CAFÉ HET BOLWERK. YOU CAN COME HERE BY YOURSELF AND BE SURE YOU WILL HAVE
A GOOD DRINK AND A NICE TIME. Café De Kater. Even after 40 years, you can come to only one
conclusion: you love it or you hate it. Open every evening, for every age, a relaxed

atmosphere, often accompanied with free live music and always fun: we are of
course talking about café Rocks. AT CAFÉ-RESTAURANT BARDOT, YOU WILL FIND THE FEELING
OF SAINT-TROPEZ IN ENSCHEDE WITH THE ATMOSPHERE OF ‘JE NE SAIS QUOI’. IT’S THE IDEAL PLACE TO
HAVE A GREAT TIME! Enschede has multiple sides and one of them is the calm church village
of Boekelo, where the steam train of the Museum Buurspoorweg ends as well. The village
has nice events such as the Christmas market and the Pentecost festival. The vegetarian

restaurant and inner garden het Paradijs (English: the paradise) has been
winning the award of originality for years now, even for their brunch. BEHIND
THE MUSEUM FACTORY IN ROOMBEEK LIES THE URBAN OASIS THE STROINKSBLEEK. HERE, YOU CAN
HAVE A PICNIC NEXT TO THE WATER OR ENJOY A CULTURAL EVENT LIKE THE ‘MUZIKALE VIJVERDAGEN’
(ENGLISH: MUSICAL DAYS OF THE POND). Not only is the Walstraat the culinary main street of
Enschede, you can also find cafés, galleries and interesting shops like Het Lichtatelier and
a barbershop. For culture, you can visit jazzcafé De Tor, het Vestzaktheater and Theater
Sonnevanck in this street. Just outside the city, you can find de forelderij, which

in addition to a trout fishery also has a (picking) garden and a small shop.
Close to this you can also find Wissinks Möl, which is a stender mill or stender
cabinet: the oldest kind of wooden windmills.
THANKS TO:
Jeannine, Annemarie de Leeuw, Karin de Roo, Guus van Deurzen sr., Theo van Gils, Linda Nales,
Daphne Jogems, Estelle Vultink, Sander Roosien, Cita Gaikema, William van Gorkum, Lieneke Wegter,
Terda Kucerí, Debbie Voogsgeerd, Ronald van Dorland.
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// Around Enschede

SURPRISES ALONG
THE CITY’S OUTSKIRTS
On the boundary between Enschede’s
urban area and its rural area you can
find ‘het Rondje Enschede’ (lt. Around
Enschede). A biking and hiking route
of 52 km in total, which leads you along
some unique spots in the countryside of
Enschede and Boekelo. The route weaves
through a varying landscape with several
attractive stops. From a tea garden to an
art gallery and from a forest playground
to a blueberry farm. The route leads

over existing and new paths and can be
identified by the white and green arrows.
The route of ‘Rondje Enschede’ has been
inspired by the round shape that has
formed the city’s historical outskirts for
ages, with the first recognisable outskirt
dating back to around 1800. The ring roads,
still present to this day, were constructed
around the year 1930 and formed a new
outskirt around the city. The current city’s
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edge has been a defining element for the
new hiking and cycling route.

MAP AND ROUTES

The map and route books of Rondje
Enschede are available for free at Tourist
Info Enschede, and at some entrepreneurs
along the route. The route can also be
found on visit-enschede.com.

ENSCHEDE WITH
A HEAD OF FOAM

EVER SINCE 1895 BEER HAS BEEN
BREWED IN ENSCHEDE AND THE YEAST
IS STILL ACTIVE TODAY. NOT ONLY AT
GROLSCH’S BREWERY, BUT ALSO AT
THE SMALL TRADITIONAL BREWERIES.

Finding it difficult to decide? Drink it
away! At Stanislaus Brewskovitch there is
an easy way to wrestle yourself through
the incredible offer of beers if you are an
inexperienced beer drinker. Step 1: choose
a beer on tap. Step 2: limit yourself to the
brewery’s specials. You will be left with a
challenging amount of beers to choose
from, but then you can always ask one of
the cheerful employees to help you out.
Like Jamal, who takes us to the bar to
explain what’s on the chalkboard.

BEER ORGAN

He asks you some questions on taste and
preferences, tells you something about the
characteristics of the homebrewed beers
and your choice will be made in a second.
With the dark Winterblues (winterale), the
‘red’Tukr (IPA) and the Smugglers Gold
(golden ale) we are offered a tasty average
of the beers Stanislaus Brewskovitch has to
offer. You can witness the brewing process,
because you are close to the aluminium
brew kettles. Pipelines run directly to the
bar, which is why they call it a ‘beer organ’.

COOL LOOK

It is a reference to what the building
used to be: a monumental church where
Mennonites gathered to worship. Some
church benches and beautiful glass stained
windows still recall those days, but the
establishment mainly has a cool interior.
The menu is also no-nonsense; there is
a modest choice of nicely priced dishes.
At the back of the building you will find
a partly covered beer garden. Next to the

brewery is a shop, where the beer bottles
are neatly lined up.
The love for traditionally brewed beer is
not a religion at Stanislaus Brewskovitch,
but they do put their heart and soul into it.
Often accompanied by live music, like in
the Church Sessions.
// stanislausbrewskovitch.nl

!

In The Performance Factory you will find Brewery Eanske, where special beers are
produced that are based on local history. Like Area 053, a blonde city beer that can
only be found in the region of Enschede. They also do tours and tastings.
// brouwerijeanske.nl
It is all about beer at the former head office of the Van Heek textile factory. Biercafe
De Beiaard has 25 beers on tap and a 150 bottled beers. From ‘Straffe Hendrik’ till
‘Lellebel’, you will never miss a beer here. They also serve their neighbour’s beers
(Stanislaus) and you can have a bite to eat as well. For those who would rather eat at
a proper restaurant, you should visit Beiaard’s Bistro. Here you will taste the home
brew ‘Zwarte Ros’in the bread, or ‘Mongozo Banana’in the Beeramisu- yes, a dessert.
// beiaardenschede.nl
At Proeflokaal België the focus is on the special beers brewed by our southern
neighbours, but served with Twente’s hospitality. Discover ‘the best Belgian part
of Enschede.’ Pay attention to the pub quizzes that are held here on a regular basis.
// proeflokaalbelgië.nl/enschede
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SHE CAN BE COMPARED TO THE DOM IN
UTRECHT AND THE ONZE LIEVE VROUWE
BASILIEK IN MAASTRICHT. THE SYNAGOGUE
IN ENSCHEDE IS ONE OF THE THIRTEEN
MOST EYECATCHING CHURCHES WHICH
TOGETHER FORM THE LARGEST MUSEUM OF
THE NETHERLANDS. THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
SYNAGOGUE OF THE NETHERLANDS AND
ACCORDING TO MANY PEOPLE THE MOST
BEAUTIFUL SYNAGOGUE OF WESTERN
EUROPE.

You can smell the delicious pastry.
“Apple pie and butter cake”, reveals a
volunteer. Kosher, so prepared according
to the Jewish food laws; that goes without
saying. A group that has just finished
a guided tour enjoys the pastry in the
festivity hall.

a

Open
Tuesday till Sunday:
11am - 5pm

Lasondersingel 129-131
7514 BP Enschede
T +31 (0)53 201 2000

www.rijksmuseumtwenthe.nl

Follow us:

Besides the overwhelming architecture, this
is what makes the synagogue in Enschede
so special: it is much more than just a
house of prayer. The complex consists of
a large Sjoel (room for prayer), a smaller
daytime sjoel, a bathhouse, church council
room, festivity hall and a Jewish school.
It is a monument of Jewish life. Everything
is preserved really well. A mystery, considering the eventful past.

TREASURY
OF THE
JEWISH LIFE

BEAUTY

Using an audio tour you can see the most
important treasures in half an hour, but it
is certainly wise to spend more time at the
synagogue. The Large Sjoel, the room of
prayer that is only used on heydays, silently
draws a lot of attention. You are likely to
miss the explanation on the Jewish numbers
and its symbolism, because the oriental
beauty of the room is so overwhelming.

The voice of the audio tour confines to the
most prominent rooms of this piece of art
that was built to a design of the architect
Karel de Bazel in 1928. However, you
might want to wander a bit further, along
the Jewish school and the festivity hall,
ending at the kosher sjoel bar downstairs.
Just like in the festivity hall, tasty apple pie
is served in the sjoel bar.

!

Open from Tuesday until Thursday and on Sunday from 11:00 till 17:00.
On Sunday and on Wednesday there are guided tours. Every last Sunday
and second Wednesday of the month there is a walk in the district following the
trails of Jewish history from 12:00. There are also German-spoken guided tours.
// Prinsestraat 16, synagogeenschede.nl

GÖe
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// Art and culture in Enschede: experiences at every level

TOP CLASS OFFER IN
A FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE
CALL IT ‘TWENTSE NUCHTERHEID’, BEING DOWN TO EARTH. FOR ART AND CULTURE GOES: DO NOT MAKE IT A WEIGHTY MATTER,
JUST ENJOY IT. YOU WILL ALSO FIND THAT MATTER-OF-FACT APPROACH EVERYWHERE YOU’RE BEING WELCOMED.
FROM A THEATRE TO A CONCERT HALL OR MUSEUM: YOU IMMEDIATELY FEEL AT HOME.
The ‘Muziekkwartier’ at the Wenninkgaarde
is the showpiece of stage art in Enschede. Here
you find the spacious Wilminktheater, the
Muziekcentrum renowned for its acoustics,
and the halls of Metropool, poppodia
Twente all under one roof. Together with the
location in Hengelo, Metropool is part of
the premier league of the Dutch pop stages.
The Wilmink Theatre and the Muziekcentrum are also the home base of the
Phion, Orchestra of Gelderland and
Overijssel and the Nederlandse Reisopera

(Dutch travelling Opera). Enschede is,
along with Amsterdam and Maastricht,
the only city in The Netherlands that has
a symphonic orchestra, an opera company
and a conservatory. The offer is equivalent:
here conductors from all over the world
lead the orchestra to great musical heights
and the ‘Nederlandse reisopera’ presents its
ground-breaking productions.
At a stone’s throw you will find two more
locations of the Wilmink Theatre. First De
Kleine Willem, a charming small hall well

suited for cabaret, youth theatre and musical
theatre. Second the Grote Kerk at the Oude
Markt, not only an icon for Enschede, but
an attractive concert hall as well.
// wilminktheater.nl
// reisopera.nl
// phion.nl
// metropool.nl

Rijksmuseum Twenthe is thé art museum
of Enschede. From medieval showpieces
to digital art, from famous names to rising
stars: in 36 halls antique and modern art
are mixed in an exciting way. Ars Longa
Vita Brevis is the most recent setup of
the permanent collection, with works by
Armando to works by Anne Wenzel. One
of the highlights in exhibitions of 2020 is
Beauty is a line, about the work of Picasso
and Matisse (until September 13th).
Another highlight will be the first overview
in The Netherlands of Italian futurism
(from October 18th until March 14th).
From July 5th, Claudy Jongstra and her
project Inner Vitality, will have a prominent
place in the museum. Jongstra is known
worldwide for her monumental art works
made of felted wool and silk, painted with
natural pigments. She presents a magical
installation, in which herbs and plants are
incorporated that she grew in the renewed
indoor garden of the museum.
// rijksmuseumtwenthe.nl
A family museum where your thoughts
will run freely and where you cannot
wait to get your hands dirty? Welcome at
De Museumfabriek, an exciting building
in which you will experience how nature,
culture, science and technique are linked.
In summer (July 4th until August 30th)
the secrets of flying will be unraveled at
De Vliegfabriek (The Flying Factory): an
exhibition with an activity programme.
Brand new ‘Wunderkammer’ offer a
true expedition and more of these theme
cabinets are added. Once you get to the
Makerspace, you only want one thing: try
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it yourself. Luckily at the Makerspace you
can try everything, from old tools to the
latest equipment.
// museumfabriek.nl
Tetem is an investigative presentation
platform in a rich network of creative
makers and thinkers. It is one of the few
presentation areas in The Netherlands
where digital culture plays a main role.
With interactive exhibitions and peripheral
programming Tetem tells the story of a
developing society. Tetem works from
performing arts, digital media, technology,
science and design.
// tetem.nl
Enschede also has some smaller stages
with characteristic qualities. Like Theater
Concordia, a sweet treat at the Oude
Markt. The hall in baroque style has a
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cosy feeling, whether you come to watch
theatre, music or a film. For at Concordia
you cannot only visit theatre productions,
but you can also watch movies in three
different cinema halls and- at a second
location in the Langestraat- admire visual
art in various exhibition halls. Tip: while
you are in the Langestraat, visit the art
and design shop, also from Twente. Also
online: webshopconcordia.nl.
// concordia.nl
Small, smaller, smallest. The Vestzaktheater
(vest pocket theatre) in the Walstraat offers
a wide range in halls the size of a living
room, from drama and cabaret to music.
Tip: the series by the Twentse Kunst
Alliantie where visual arts, theatre and
music meet. Or the children’s series Zin
in zondag.
// hetvestzaktheater.nl

fortress”. The spirit of the writer, poet
and regular guest Willem Wilmink still
wanders around.
// cafehetbolwerk.nl

DUTCH
GLORY
WITH A
‘TWENTSE
TWIST’

IT WON’T GET MUCH DUTCHER IN TWENTE.
NO WONDER THE LONNEKER WINDMILL ATTRACTS
VISITORS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD.

For a glimpse into the future, WARP
Technopolis at the Stationsplein is the
place to be.e. An experimental garden in
development with creative technology, art,
innovation and experiments. Sickhouse
offers expositions, lectures, films and games.
On weekdays they also offer workplaces.
Downstairs is a bar with a terrace.
// sickhouse.nl
Theater Sonnevanck produces leading
youth theatre, which has won a lot of awards
on a regular basis. The theatre company
performs throughout the country, but they
also play in their own atmospheric theatre in
the Walstraat regularly. Sonnevanck takes its
audience seriously, whether they are toddlers
or adolescents.
// sonnevanck.nl
At the former Spinnerij Oosterveld
(spinning mill) Mystiek Theater offers not
only dinner shows and other festivities,
but also a variety of music and cabaret.
Every month there is Crazy Sunday, with
performances by two bands. For Nixtiek the
theatre coaxes striking acts in cooperation
with the former blues stage NixEnMeer.
Talented cabaret artists can perform at
Het Verborgen Theater (the hidden
theatre) which can be found at Mystiek.
Mystiek Theater also houses Jazzpodium
De Tor (Jazz stage). At this temporary
location, De Tor still keeps up the name
and fame of a famous jazz club.
// mystiektheater.nl
// jazzpodiumdetor.nl
// verborgentheater.nl

De Vrijhof is the cultural centre of Twente
University, with several theatre halls and a
theatre café. You are always welcome, even
if you are not a student. Vrijhof Culture
offers professional performances, concerts,
lectures and expositions. Tip: there is a
beautiful open-air theatre.
// utwente.nl
At Tankstation Enschede you can refuel
with a generous portion of culture, a good
conversation and a vegetarian or vegan
meal (every Tuesday and Thursday, only on
booking). A large living room with an
international atmosphere. There are expositions, concerts and open mic-evenings.
// tankstationenschede.nl

Tip: For an extensive
overview of exposition
in Enschede (and
surroundings), go to
kunstnonstop.nl

!

Everything you need to know
about going out in Enschede:
visit-enschede.com

The people of Lonneker, a small village in the
shadow of Enschede, are very proud of their
beautiful ‘beltmolen’ (a windmill that is built on
a hill). The fact that a large group of volunteers
runs and maintains the windmill underlines their
pride. The enthusiasm with which the volunteers
run their windmill is quite impressive. Visitors are
always very impressed after a tour around the mill.
The Lonneker Mill is the only windmill in
The Netherlands that has a cape of reed around
the stone body. That does not only look very nice,
but it also protects the windmill from decay and
has done so for the past 170 years. The last time
was in February 2016 when the windmill caught
fire. Luckily the reed caught most of the flames
and protected the rest of the mill.

Villa De Bank is an art space in a
monumental villa in a park. Once the
country house of a textile manufacturer,
now an exposition space for artists from
The Netherlands and abroad.
// villadebank.nl
A cultural gem of outstanding quality is
café Het Bolwerk (fortress), anno 1904.
As the former city-poet Moes Wagenaar
once wrote: “Everyone can have his own

Nowadays the windmill is fully restored and
showing off on its hill, ready to grind the grain.
This is shown in the shop as well, where visitors
and locals can buy a whole range of products
that are made with the flour grained at the
Lonneker Mill. You will always leave Lonneker
with a tasty souvenir; whether it’s flour to make
pancakes or flour to bake the legendary ‘Lonneker
Stoet’ (a special bread).
For more information about
Lonneker Molen, visiting hours
and other activities, please visit
their website.

!

Our tip: visit their online shop and buy
all kinds of products like baking mixes,
flour products and gift sets.
// Lonneker Molenweg 80, lonnekermolen.nl
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DISCOVERIES
PAST THE (CITY) BORDER
GERMAN FAIRYTALE

PLENTY OF CASTLES

GROLSCH’S RECIPE FOR SUCCESS

A SHOWCASE OF NATURE

With two towers, ramparts and a courtyard, the castle
in Bad Bentheim seems to have come straight from the
pages of a storybook. An exciting combination of history
and adventure, only half an hour from Enschede by car.
The biggest hill castle in North-West Germany towers
high above the town of Bad Bentheim. At the foot of the
castle you’ll find a charismatic town centre, a castle park
and a wellness spa.
// kasteel-bentheim.nl

Why Twente is called the Estate of The Netherlands?
At Hof van Twente it becomes instantly clear. The municipality includes seven estates that feature a castle or
manor. Like Twickel, with beautiful gardens surrounding
the proud castle. Within walking distance is the new
private art museum No Hero. Just a bit further on,
Diepenheim combines castles with an unparalleled offer
of contemporary art.
// twickel.nl // kunstvereniging.nl // museumnohero.nl

The characteristic ‘pilsner’ flavour, the unique swingtop
bottle and their famous commercials make Grolsch a
leading brand. And it is brewed in Enschede! Would you
like to learn more about the brand’s rich history - dating
back to 1615 - and see the cutting edge brewery it is
today in action? Then book a tour. Of course followed
up by a tasting.
// grolsch.com

Natura Docet Wonderryk Twente is the oldest natural
history museum in The Netherlands. It is located in
a modern masterpiece of architecture. The museum
and adjoining landscape centre form the gate to
the surrounding National Park North-East Twente.
The museum makes you interact and discover how the
riches of nature and human culture in this region were
developed. The Funky Forest, where children can create
their own (digital) nature, is unique in the Netherlands.
// wonderryck.nl

ART TOWN OOTMARSUM

The city of Ootmarsum is an inspiring combination
of countless art galleries and the lingering historical
atmosphere of the fortified town it once was. Ootmarsum
has a reputation amongst art lovers from across the
country, thanks to the Ton Schulten museum and the
famous art fair in August. At the edge of Ootmarsum, at
the open-air museum ‘Het Land van Heeren en Boeren’,
you can find out why the region is also called ‘the Land
of Lords and Farmers’.
// ootmarsum-dinkelland.nl

CLOSE TO THE STARS

In the rustic village of Lattrop, Cosmos Sterrenwacht
gazes upwards. It is not only one of the biggest observatories in the country, it is a planetarium. Every Saturday
there is a stargaze evening.
// cosmossterrenwacht.nl

DISCOVER AND PLAY

Is it an amusement park? A playground? Play park Ketteler
Hof near Haltern am See in Germany has it all. Climbing
routes, slides, water tracks (bring dry clothes!), a toboggan
run, a nature trail, play areas with water and sand and
a large indoor playground: this is a borderless fun park
for all ages.
// kettelerhof.de

GOLFING AND LEISURE

Famous for its hospitality and the beautiful environment:
golf course ‘Het Rijk van Sybrook’ presents the best of the
Twente Region. Located on an old estate just outside the
city, this 27-hole course is much favoured by many golfers
from across the country. The course offers a stunning
view of the characteristic bocage and is surrounded by
woodland. It offers the players an exciting water challenge.
// golfenophetrijk.nl/english.html

// (clockwise) the castle of Bad Bentheim,
Natura Docet Wonderryck Twente, Ootmarsum,
Grolsch Brouwerijtour, Het Rijk van Sybrook.
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There is so much to experience on our entertainment

DID YOU KNOW THAT...

boulevard, you will find here among other things:

> E nschede has the nickname Krekkelcity. Named after the krekkel, a
brittle cookie that traditionally used to be tied around the arm of a
birthday child with a ribbon.

Bowling Enschede

> T he many parks in the city were created by textile manufacturers for

Bowling, drinks, shooting pool

their employees.

and dining all at one place!
All-in arrangements for every budget!

> T he textile industry of Enschede is part of the city’s DNA nowadays:

www.bowling-enschede.nl

• The tailored jeans of Paul Kruize are sold worldwide.
• Annemieke Koster runs a sustainable weaving mill.
• The sleeping bags/coats made by Sheltersuit make the lives
of the homeless and refugees a bit more bearable.

Monkey Town Enschede

> T he city of Enschede has 160.000 inhabitants of 160 different nationalities.

Come run, play, jump and laser-gaming
in the newest indoor playground of

> A bout 26000 students live in Enschede and the city was rewarded

Enschede and surroundings!

‘best student room city of the Netherlands’ in 2018.

www.monkeytown.eu/enschede

> E nschede is closely connected to its sister cities which are Palo Alto in
the USA (since 1980), Dalian in China (since 2009) and Münster in
Germany (since 2020).

ZERO55 Enschede
Discover our electric go karts, lasergame
or one of our challenging escape rooms!
Are you ready?
www.zero55.nl/enschede

enschede

> E very year about 400 events are organized in and around Enschede.
> It is good fun to cycle in Enschede, both in the countryside and in
the city. The city was voted the best Large Cycling Community of
The Netherlands in 2020, because of ‘more green traffic lights for
cyclists during rainfall’ and the ‘cycling highway’ F35.

Go Planet Parc, located
between Hengelo and

> A t the innovation campus Knowledge Park Twente, you will not only

Enschede, has 1500 free parking

find hundreds of companies, but also seven world-famous research
institutes. MESA+ for example is the biggest nano-technological
institute of the Netherlands.

spaces and is easily accessible
by car, bicycle or train.

www.go-planet.nl
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DREAM, DARE
OR DO WITH
YOUR FAMILY

BOULEVARD OF FUN

You are looking for entertainment, but not everyone likes the same
activities? Go to Go Planet Parc! A boulevard of fun where you
can skate, dive, go to the cinema, bowl, play indoor soccer, drive
(e-)karts, go lasertagging, set a high score in escape room Space Exit
or experience virtual reality racing. You can catch a breath at one of
the many restaurants.
// Colosseum 64, go-planet.nl

A WATER FANATICS’ DREAM

JUMPING AND TUMBLING

Treasure diving, waterslide race, water football: Aquadrome
is more than just a swimming pool. Of course you are
free to swim some laps, but the temptation of waterslides
and activities is irresistible. Will you be the next ‘bommetje’
(water splash) champion? You can take a break at the
Aqua Café.

Forget that old trampoline in the back garden. At Bounz,
trampolines have been lifted into an art form. Or even better:
into a creative and social way of exercising. The Bounz Arena at
the Performance Factory is made up of 32 linked trampolines
and a tumble course. With options like Fit & Fun, Dodgeball,
Training or Free Jumping, the possibilities are endless.

// J.J. van Deinselaan 2, aquadrome.nl

// Hoge Bothofstraat 45, bounz.nl

CLIMBING FOREST
PLAY PARADISE

Even the smallest children won’t keep you busy at the indoor
playground Ballorig. This spacious play paradise has a separate space
for toddlers, including a safe ball basin . On the same terrain you will
find more action for the young and older, like glow-in-the-dark golf,
Starworld paintball and lasergame and the Arqueclimbing centre.
// J.J.van Deinselaan 30, ballorig.nl/enschede

There’s woods and forests, and there is ’t Klauterwoud’ (lt. Climbing
Forest). On the estate of Hof Espelo, at the edge of the city of Enschede
a play-forest has been created for hours of fun. A collection of tree trunks
are waiting to be clambered and tree house builders in the making will
find anything their mind can imagine. Or you can play hide and seek in
the shrubbery. If you are really adventurous: try and find the tree
chair and crown yourself king of the forest!
// Weerselosewerg 259, landschapoverijssel.nl

HISTORIC RAILWAY JOURNEY

On this train there is no rush and the motto is: the more, the merrier.
The current travel-stress is far away from the enjoyable serenity at
the trains of the Museum Buurt Spoorweg in Haaksbergen. A visit is
literally a journey back in time. The historical steam trains, meticulously
maintained by volunteers, go back and forth between the museum’s
locations in Haaksbergen and Boekelo. The museum guarantees everyone
a first-class trip. Watch for special activities.
// Stationsstraat 3 Haaksbergen, museumbuurtspoorweg.nl
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DISCOVER AND CREATE

The family museum of Twente; that is De Museumfabriek (Museum factory).
In the 'Wunderkammer’ you will follow the trail of explorers, experience
the magic of white, learn how robots resemble animals or explore the stars
in the sky. In the ‘Makerspace’ you can make your own creations by using
a 3D printer, laser cutter and other machines. Check the calendar for cool
workshops and lectures.
// Het Rozendaal 11, demuseumfabriek.nl
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// Want to know more
about the complete bucket list?
Check visit-enschede.com/bucketlist
or scan de QR code!

SEE ENSCHEDE FROM A DIFFERENT PERPECTIVE? CROSS
THESE ITEMS OFF YOUR ULTIMATE ENSCHEDE BUCKET LIST!
HAVE AN ICECREAM AT VAN DER POEL

International

the most
The icecream at Van der Poel is famous in Enschede (and surroundings). Taste
kplein.
Wilmin
the
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Markt
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at
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m
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HAVE A BARBECUE AT THE FORELDERIJ

house and a vegetable
Have a barbecue at the Forelderij, a fishing area with a smokefruit and enjoy the delicacies
and
herbs
s,
flower
own
your
g
pickin
while
fun
garden. Have
at the tea and coffeeroom.

!

CITY ON A PLATE
AROY-D

PICK BLUEBERRIES AT LA FRANCAISE

Go and pick as many blueberries as you can at La Francaise
Good fun for old and young!

during the summer months.
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MAZZA

Guests that have visited Thailand said in their reviews they felt
they were back in Thailand at Aroy-D’s restaurant. Not at all
strange, because in this cosy restaurant Thai cooks prepare their
food with ingredients imported directly from Thailand. Owner
Jessy and her cooks offer you as many tastes of Thailand as
possible. Have a Chang-beer and wish yourself ‘Thaan hoi aroy’:
have a nice meal!
// Noorderhagen 20

Mazza are tapas from the Middle East. At this Lebanese restaurant
you can combine the small dishes (warm and cold) to one main
dish, have them as a starter or as a side dish together with a mixed
grill or a salad. You can even enjoy your desserts mazza-style:
4 small desserts on a plate for two. Tip: ask for the Gazel Albanat:
sweet Lebanese angel hairs with cream, vanilla ice and pistachio.
// Walstraat 1

BIG BELLY’S

Dreaming about Spain? Taste Spain! Bas Linders and Daniël
Haarman share their love for the Iberian peninsula with you
at their restaurant Los Sueños (Spanish for dreams).
Their motto: ‘Tapas and more’. Besides the famous warm and
cold dishes they also serve for example paella, so fresh that you
might have to wait a bit longer before you can taste it.
They also offer tapas menus. Tip for dessert: the chocodream
with ice cream, mousse and…chocolate sausage.
// Walstraat 41

CARLINA’S

Turkey and Indonesia are neighbours at this restaurant and
friendship is the base of this special combination. That explains
the name, pronounced as Tentje teman teman. Teman means
friend in Bahasa Indonesia and resembles the Turkish word
tamam which means good. With their Indonesian,
Twentse and Turkish roots, Iet, Henk and Ahmet present
their home made specialties; from besengeh to hambal.
Tip: They also offer (packed) lunches.
// Korte Haaksbergerstraat 46

LOS SUEÑOS

What is Irish about ‘baklever’ and apple? Nothing, but you
can find it on the menu at the Irish pub Big Belly’s. Taste how
well the typical meals of Twente go together with the robust
Irish meals. Specialties like Sheperds Pie and Bangers and mash
(sausage and onions) are on the same menu as mashed potatoes
with endive and the Big Boerengehaktbal (a ball of minced beef ).
Room left for dessert? The Chocolate Guinness Cake has been
their most popular dessert for seven years.
// Van Lochemstraat 230a

TENTJE TEMAN²

Of course you can order something from the menu, but if you
really want to experience the Latin American kitchen you simply
must choose the Culinary Trip. This renewed concept will offer
you a taste of street food, dishes in which you taste the jungle and
the Amazon as well as specialties from the small villages. Sandra
Vasquez Burbano from Columbia will be your friendly guide.
Tip: try the home made Agua de Panela, ice tea made of cane sugar.
// Walstraat 69
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// Lots of flavours under one sturdy factory roof

A TRIP AROUND
THE WORLD IN THE
‘TWENTSCHE FOODHAL’
ROBUST ‘COUNTRY STYLE’ MEAT, SOULFOOD FROM THE SURINAME OR RATHER SOMETHING SPICY
FROM INDONESIA? AT THE TWENTSCHE FOODHAL YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL.

What do you drink in a location where
sustainability is very important? A locally
brewed beer of course. Twentsche Streken
is the new own brew of the Twentsche
Foodhal. Brewed closeby, but with an
adventurous taste.
While the beer turns out to be a friendly
but sturdy drink with amber-coloured
allure, we move to Italy for our starters.
Foodbar Holy Pasta is a newcomer at the
Twentsche Foodhal. Lizz Dubbelman (33)
and Johanna Holtstege (22) from Hengelo
are famous for the foodtruck they run,
but now they also have their feet on solid
ground in Enchede. Lizz: “Here we can
show ourselves in a different way. It is a little
bit more restaurant worthy.”
Lizz and Johanna are real Twentse foodies
and they are bold enough to serve classic
Italian dishes with a twist. A small example:
Their pesto is not made with parmesan
cheese and basil, but with goat cheese and
coriander. You can decide for yourself if
it should be called pesto, but it certainly
tastes delicious. The antipasti are served
on a wooden serving tray. Easy to share
with your entourage. Besides their famous
pastas, like pasta al parmigiana, they also
serve pizzas straight from their stone oven.
Our tip: the pizza tartufo, which only needs
some sour cream, garlic and truffle.
The artisanal atmosphere of the ‘Twentsche
Foodhal’ goes very well with the former
industrial function of the building. There
is no unnecessary fuss, but the openplan kitchens provide plenty of activity
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and warmth. Omma’s Kitchen adds some
Korean spice to that. The chicken is just
as spicy as it was promised on the menu,
thanks to the fried layer of gochujang:
fermented chili paste.

SMALL STEP

With lettuce, rice and some kimchi
(fermented vegetables) you can create a
wrap. It will be presented with chopsticks or
you can use the ordinary knife and fork you
will find on the table. From Korea to the
Achterhoek is only a small step, so can end
our meal with a fresh Dutch dairy dessert
produced by De Melkbus in Eibergen.

in-law Annemarie. The Twentsche Foodhal
“fits in really well with the development
of Enschede”, says Herwin. The relaxed
atmosphere appeals to this family. While
baby Ties is not bothered by anything, his
brother Teun just comes running from the
playground. Sister Saar is still exploring
everything. Grandpa Johnny: ”I think she is
ordering some Korean food.”

A bit further down, the three generations of
the Ter Riet family from Enschede are ready
to start their culinary journey. “I think I will
go for something Indonesian”, says mother
Marion. Her husband Johnny and son
Herwin are still doubting, as is daughter-

All kitchens at the Twentsche Foodhal are open on Thursday and Friday
from 16:00 till 22:00, on Saturday from 14:00 till 22:00, Sunday from
14:00 till 21:00. From Monday up until Friday open for work and
lunch from 9:00 till 17:00. The culinary offers vary on a regular basis.
Check the website for current opening hours and measures.

!

The Twentsche Foodhal is located in the Performance Factory, a former factory
complex. Where once the looms were snoring and Polaroid’s instant cameras were
coming from the production line it is now buzzing with new activities like art, culture,
craftsmanship, recreation, sports and more. The name Polaroid is on the façade once
again, because the former employees of the Polaroid factory are reproducing the
cameras on a small scale and they are using the old company name.
performancefactory.nl
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WILL IT BE HUMPHREY’S TODAY?

Enjoying good and hearty food!

THE RENEWED FACE
OF ROOMBEEK
With its ‘plush ’decor with different shades of red, gold-coloured chandeliers and luscious use of fabrics and art nouveau chairs
and tables, this location exuberates a special French ‘Moulin Rouge’ ambiance. An atmosphere suited for a cosy get together
with friends, or a night out with co-workers.
At Humphrey’s Enschede you can enjoy a delicious seasonal three-course choice menu for a fixed price. In addition, it is also
possible to have lunch and drinks. Delicious food, hospitality, good service and a cozy atmosphere are our priority. The
restaurant is divided into different cosily, decorated spaces. This makes it very suited for groups with 20 persons or more, who
can enjoy private dinners. In short, Humphrey’s is the ideal place for a pleasant and tasty afternoon or evening out!

You can almost touch the vitality and
inspiration. The district of Roombeek,
close to the city centre, is an excellent
example of zeal. On the 13th of May
2000 the district was struck by a fireworks
disaster. 23 people lost their lives and over
a 1000 people were injured. 42.5 hectares
of the city were destroyed. Roombeek has

been rebuilt into a contemporary, dynamic
and inspiring neighbourhood known for
its high-end architecture and appealing
public spaces.
A striking aspect is the extraordinary mix of old
and new, contemporary and traditional
and spacious, yet intimate architecture.

// GUIDED TOURS ROOMBEEK
Different guides, all connected to the area for their own reason, will make you a part of the story of Roombeek.
An exciting walk. Huis van Verhalen, huisvanverhalenenschede.nl, T. +31(0)53 - 4316288,
info@huisvanverhalenenschede.nl // Robin Pater, T. +31(0)6 - 14154969, stadswandelingenschede.nl,
info@stadswandelingenschede.nl // Titia Boitelle, T. +31(0)6 - 27170769, rondleidingenroombeek.nl, titiaboitelle@gmail.com

Humphrey’s Enschede | Oude Markt 3A | 7511 GA Enschede | +31534837763 | www.humphreys.nl
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With its many cultural institutions,
Roombeek truly is a cultural hotspot
in the city of Enschede. Combine your
walk through this attractive neighbourhood with a visit to one of the many
diverse museums, galleries and workshops
located here.
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A SKY FULL
OF STORIES

AT THE FORMER AIRBASE OF TWENTHE
HIKERS AND BIKERS SHARE A HUGE
AMOUNT OF SPACE WITH SKYLARKS
AND MEADOW PIPITS. OLD TRACKS
AND NEW ART REVEAL THE RICH
HISTORY OF THIS AREA.

for rare flora and fauna or experience the
mysterious (military) history of the area.
You can also absorb the endless space.
Thanks to the maintenance plan, the field
transforms into a world of flowers in spring
and summer. The skylark will not let you
into his territory. His habitat is defined by
signs that urge you to stay on the tracks.

EXCITING LOOK
They won’t fly away, even if it looks like
they will. In a neat row, a KLM Boeing 747
and an Air France Airbus 340 are on the
track. Like they can take off any minute.
In reality they are at what you might
call their final resting place. A company
called Aircraft End-Or-Life-Solutions will
dismantle them.
A sign at the gate (‘landing area- access
strictly prohibited’) shows that the

discarded aircrafts did not just fall out of
the sky. In fact, part of the area, known as
Twenthe Airport, will be used for business
flights and recreational flights.

Like the stones that lead you to the socalled ‘Belevingspad’ (experience path):
they were part of the very first airport that
was opened in 1931.

IMMENSE AREA

Nowadays the 130 hectares of military
exercise area have been added to the
valuable nature that has developed around
the field during the last few years. You
can spot birds and (gliding) planes, go
hiking or biking, enjoy landscape art, look

So you have to avoid the landing strip,
but you can walk everywhere on what
was once prohibited territory. An immense
area opens up. An area where you can
discover nature, history and landscape art.
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A nice place to observe the skylark is the
watch tower that rises from the field almost
like a ufo. Artist Paul de Kort converted
an old fuel storage into a ‘Parallax’. From
the top of the open work fuel tanks you
have a great view of the surrounding area.
Two frog pools - constructed in the shape
of bomb craters - light up like blue eyes
in the landscape. In the young plantations
further down, two American Staffords are
roaming around; their boss ignores the fact
that they should be on a leash.

At the bottom of the hill a tunnel provides
an exciting view on the landscape from a
whole new level.
Parallax is one of the places where (landscape) artists bring back to life the traces
of military history. Guard houses, hangars
and the bunkers (loved by bats) are silent
witnesses. Where there used to be an old
control tower at this pre-war airport, you
will now find a new, 13 metre-high watch
tower. At the end of the path you can hear
lots of noise. In building C-26 they used
to test the engines of F-16 jet fighters,
now the steel carcass is a piece of art called
Doppler. The roaring of a Messerschmidt
and the song of a meadow pipit alternate
and a former inhabitant tells you how he
and his family were banished from the area
by the Germans. More stories can be found
at the ‘Herinneringspad’ (memorial path),
on the strip where the on-board weapons
were set.
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NEW LAYER OF HISTORY

Not far away from sound object Doppler
are the overgrown fundaments of the old
Gefechtsstand, the German command
centre during the war. Artist Filip Jonker
and architect Michiel de Wit designed
hiking tracks along these fundaments.
That way visitors add a new layer to the
history of this exceptional place in Twente.
It is still changing: at the moment they are
working on a new watch tower.

// There are routes for hikers, bikers,
horsemen and mountainbikers. For all
information (also on guided excursions)
go to www.vliegbasistwenthe.info
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Open
Tuesday till Sunday:
11am - 5pm

Het Rozendaal 11
7523 XG Enschede
T +31 (0)53 201 2099

www.demuseumfabriek.nl

Follow us:
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